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Notable Headlines

Download TRG's Report:
Where are we with FY22 Funding? What could the recently released Senate
Appropriations Defense Bill mean for you?

The Production Gap: Fossil Fuel Production Numbers vs Climate Change Plans
Biden backs down on corporate tax hikes, open to altering filibuster
 Australian government preparing to intervene directly in cyber attacks
 Third-party to inspect all Navy privatized housing in US
 Space Force teams with venture capital company on SpaceWERX
Traffic in Space? A ‘Space Superhighway,’ Complete with Pit Stops



Budget & Appropriations

Democrats still smoothing out differences in social spending plan (POLITICO Pro)
House and Senate Democrats are aiming to reveal a new framework for the $2 trillion
social spending package by week’s end — but Sens. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) and Bernie
Sanders (I-Vt.) are doubtful that lawmakers can work through contested portions of the bill
in time to reach a deal this week, our Sarah Ferris, Marianne LeVine and Nicholas Wu
report. “Privately, Democrats in both chambers are racing to resolve the slew of internal
divisions holding up an agreement, holding calls and meetings with members, White
House aides and Cabinet officials as they work to narrow the scope of the bill without
tanking support,” they write. “Some of the largest remaining obstacles include paid leave,
Medicare expansion, prescription drug pricing and climate, according to Democrats
familiar with the discussions — all issues that risk alienating key factions of the
party.” “Democratic leaders are hoping that by setting deadlines, members will feel
pressure to come to a deal by the end of the month, when surface transportation funding
expires and they hope to pass a bipartisan, Senate-passed infrastructure bill.”
Two-year spending caps deal on the table in appropriations talks (Roll Call)
Top Senate appropriators on Thursday didn’t rule out negotiating two years’ worth of
spending levels rather than allocations just for this year, in line with budget caps deals
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lawmakers have struck going back to 2013. Such an agreement, if possible, could
remove uncertainty hanging over this year’s appropriations process and potentially get
next year’s markups off to a quick start as lawmakers turn their attention to the 2022
midterm campaigns. “We’ve done a number of two-year deals,” said Senate
Appropriations ranking member Richard C. Shelby, R-Ala. “A two-year deal, if you can do
one, you put that off the table and you probably get more done.” Senate Appropriations
Chairman Patrick J. Leahy, D-Vt., didn’t reject the possibility, but said he mainly wants
to “get the [fiscal 2022] bills through.” Appropriators remain stalled over the budget ceiling
for the fiscal year that began Oct. 1 and how to allocate discretionary funds among their
12 subcommittees. Senate Democrats on Monday released their nine remaining fiscal
2022 bills after the Appropriations Committee reported out three with bipartisan backing in
August.
True costs of troubled VA EHR project are ‘no longer clear,’ appropriators concede (FNN)
House appropriators say they’re still flying in the dark as they try to allocate funding to the
Department of Veterans Affairs for its massive, 10-year electronic health record
modernization program — one year after VA went live with the new system at its first site
last October. Congress so far has appropriated more than $6 billion for the VA EHR since
2018, including roughly $2.6 billion in fiscal 2021. The department did not spend all of the
2021 funding, VA Deputy Secretary Donald Remy told members of the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Military Construction and Veterans Affairs on Thursday.
At the same time, the department asked for nearly $2.7 billion for the VA EHR project for
fiscal 2022, and it stands by the request.

Aerospace & Defense

U.S. holds three tests to advance hypersonic weapon programs, Pentagon says (Reuters)
The U.S. Navy and Army tested hypersonic weapon component prototypes on
Wednesday that will inform development of new weapons, the Pentagon said, calling the
three tests successful. The tests occurred the same day that U.S. President Joe Biden
said he was concerned about Chinese hypersonic weapons. The Sandia National
Laboratory ran the tests from NASA's Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia which will
help "inform the development of the Navy's Conventional Prompt Strike (CPS) and the
Army's Long Range Hypersonic Weapon (LRHW) offensive hypersonic strike," a
statement said. The Navy and Army will conduct a flight test of the common hypersonic
missile in fiscal 2022, which began on Oct. 1.
China Ambassador Nominee ‘Concerned’ By Beijing’s Nuke Buildup (Defense One)
China is rapidly growing its nuclear arsenal in a way that should concern all Americans,
according to the nominee tapped to be the top diplomat to Beijing. Nicholas Burns, who
has been nominated to be ambassador to China, told the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on Wednesday that he’s worried about Beijing’s exponential growth of nuclear
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capabilities both in terms of missile silos and advanced tools to deliver nuclear
weapons. “We should all be concerned by the buildup of China’s nuclear forces in the
western part of China,” Burns said. “What I think has to bother all of us is the attitude of
the Chinese government. They don’t believe they should be constrained in any way shape
or form by arms control.” China is thought to be constructing more than 200 new silos for
intercontinental ballistic missiles, according to the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace. Chinese officials have not explained why they are pursuing a ten-fold increase
from the 20 silos Beijing has maintained for the past few decades. In addition, China is
also building more mobile missile launchers, growing its fleet of stealth nuclear
submarines, and has been working on a secretive fleet of strategic bombers that have not
yet entered operations.
The B-21 Raider: Infused With Stealthy Lessons Learned For Maintenance And Support
(Breaking Defense)
The B-21 bomber program has received high marks so far in demonstrating advanced
strike capabilities and performance in flying test beds, in digital experimentations, and
through modeling and simulation. At the Air Force Association’s Air, Space and Cyber
Conference, Secretary of the Air Force Frank Kendall applauded the B-21 program for
its “good progress to real fielded capability” that will continuously deter and defeat threats
globally. With five test aircraft in production in Northrop Grumman’s Palmdale, California,
facility, the B-21 is poised to usher in an unprecedented era of stealth and lethality for the
Air Force’s bomber fleet. However, when it comes to developing a new stealth bomber, it’s
not out of bounds to wonder about the maintainability of the advanced materials and
coatings used for the Raider—given the well-documented challenges associated with firstgeneration stealth aircraft like the B-2 stealth bomber or the F-117 stealthy attack plane.
US Army is testing Israel’s Iron Dome missile-defense system on Guam (Stars and
Stripes)
The U.S. Army has deployed Israel’s Iron Dome missile-defense system to Guam through
November to gauge how well the battery can be integrated with the Pacific island’s
existing defenses. The system arrived on Guam this week via commercial sealift and
arrived this past week, Capt. Nicholas Chopp, a spokesman for 94th Army Air and Missile
Defense Command, told Stars and Stripes by phone Thursday. “It’s an entire battery – the
radar system, the control center and launchers,” said Chopp from the 94th’s headquarters
at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii. Soldiers from the 2-43 Air Defense Artillery
Battalion from Fort Bliss, Texas, arrived on Guam several weeks ago and are manning the
system, he said. No live-fire operations are planned during the temporary deployment,
Chopp said.

Advanced Technologies
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The U.S. Army will soon receive a new tool that gives commanders a picture of
their digital battlespace, following an operational test this summer.

US Army Soldiers Deploy Robotic Vehicle in Simulated Battle (The Defense Post)
The US Army deployed a Robotic Combat Vehicle (RCV) surrogate for the first time in a
simulated battle last month. Soldiers from the 1st Battalion, 509th Infantry employed two
Project Origin vehicles in a mock battle involving the 3/101st (Air Assault) at the Joint
Readiness Training Center in Fort Polk, Louisiana. Project Origin is an Army Combat
Capabilities Development Command (DEVCOM) testing and demonstration platform,
assisting the development of the RCV program. The program calls for the design of
autonomous vehicles for a range of tasks such as infantry and counterstrike missions. As
part of the Project Origin effort, on-site engineers and technicians collect technical data
while on-field soldiers assess and validate the deployment of autonomous systems in
a “manned-unmanned teamed formation,” along with identifying new capabilities for
further innovation.
Army delays distribution of advanced high-tech goggles to soldiers (The Gazette)
The Army has postponed the scheduled date for the distribution of innovative Microsoftdeveloped goggles. The Integrated Visual Augmentation System, which is based on the
company's HoloLens technology, is designed to help soldiers see through smoke and
darkness, provide a three-dimensional battlefield map and target acquisition, and translate
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foreign languages. "The Army decided to shift the IVAS Operational Test and fielding to a
date later in FY22," read a Thursday press release from the Program Executive Office
Soldier. "The Army is fully committed to its partnership with Microsoft to advance specific
technologies to meet operational requirements and maximize warfighter impact."
Bill Would Block Contractors from Selling Data Harvested with AI Tools to Third Parties
(NextGov)
A coalition of bipartisan senators on Thursday introduced new legislation that would
regulate data harvested by federal contractors with artificial intelligence, with a focus on
facial recognition data. Titled the Government Ownership and Oversight of Data in
Artificial Intelligence, or GOOD AI, Act, the bill would establish a new working group within
the Office of Management and Budget to ensure government contractors that employ
machine learning to gather biometric data use it responsibly. The proposed group—the
Artificial Intelligence Hygiene Working Group—would develop and implement regulations
to ensure government contractors for AI services are safely handling Americans’ data at a
time when agencies increasingly turn to biometrics for various applications. Other AI
technologies are also included in the scope of the bill, namely machine-learning
algorithms, data systems and software.

Military Installations & Communities

Fort Polk Progress holding Community Briefing Nov 9 (Beauregard Daily)
The Community Briefing is set for Tuesday, November 9, 2021, at 6:30 p.m. at the Vernon
Parish Fairgrounds Auditorium, 276 H M Stevens Blvd, Leesville, LA 71446. Louisiana
Senator Michael Reese and representatives from Louisiana Economic Development, The
Roosevelt Group, and Fort Polk Progress are among the anticipated speakers. The focus
of the event is to not only brief the community concerning the federal budget as it has to
do with Fort Polk but also to release the newest economic impact study on the base. The
Community Briefing is free and open to the public; however, there is limited seating, so
reservations are strongly encouraged. In addition, paying for your meal will ensure that
you have a seat.
Barksdale deploying drones as part of air base security (Magnolia Reporter)
Today’s evolving world creates challenges that require evolving solutions. The 2nd
Security Forces Squadron at Barksdale knows this all too well and has begun looking into
using small unmanned drones to aid the Air Force in adapting to new challenges like
scouting urban environments and rooftops. Skydio, an American drone manufacturer
based out of Redwood City, Ca., visited Barksdale on October 6 to showcase two of their
small unmanned aerial drones, the X2D and S2. Overseeing the squadron's interest in
using these drones is Staff Sgt. Asia Gray, 2SFS non-commissioned officer in-charge of
counter-small unmanned aircraft systems. “(The drones) can be used for surveillance,
recon, intelligence in the squadron,” Gray said. “That's what we look to use them for:
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helping out in perimeter checks and making sure we’re covering all our security
measures.”

Hampton Roads Navy installations move to HPCON Bravo+ as local COVID-19 cases
continue downward trend (10WAVY)
Hampton Roads’ naval installations were ordered to move to Health Protection Condition
(HPCON) Level Bravo+ Wednesday. A release from the Navy Region Mid-Atlantic Public
Affairs Office stated that the recent update follows a sustained downward trend in local
coronavirus cases. This new change means that occupancy levels in workspaces onboard
installations must be less than 40% of their normal capacity. Back in late August, local
Navy installations went back to HPCON Charlie which prohibited workspace capacity over
25%.
Shelter-in-place order at military base housing Walter Reed lifted after 'bomb threat'
investigation (Fox)
A shelter-in-place order at a military base in Montgomery County that is home to the
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center has been lifted after a ‘bomb threat’
investigation on Wednesday. In addition, the commanding officer at the facility said gates
1 and 3 could be opened for "outbound traffic only" around 1:20 p.m. The initial incident
was reported around 8:45 a.m. at Naval Support Activity Bethesda – home of Walter Reed
and just north of Washington, D.C. Officials say after a thorough search by six K-9 teams
from NIH and Naval District Washington, no device was found, all WRB buildings were
cleared, and a full shelter-in-place was lifted at 1:15 p.m. The incident is now under
investigation by Naval Criminal Investigative Service.

Homeland Security

With board buy-in and budgets out of the way, people are the main barrier to
implementing security strategies. Click graphic for full report (SpyCloud).
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High-Profile Cyber Attacks Have ‘Significantly Elevated’ Security Concerns, 79 Percent of
Organizations Say (HSToday)
SpyCloud today released its 2021 Ransomware Defense Report, an analysis of IT security
leaders’ perceived threat of ransomware attacks and the maturity of their cybersecurity
defenses. The report found that while 81% of those surveyed consider their security to be
above average or exceptional, many lack basic cyber hygiene – 41% lack a password
complexity requirement, one of the cheapest, easiest forms of protection, and only 55.6%
have implemented multi-factor authentication (MFA). “The loss of data and resources due
to ransomware attacks can be debilitating. Though organizations are taking this threat
seriously, too many are failing to take basic preventative steps. This report indicates a
disturbing misplaced confidence that defenses never fail or that paying a ransom after an
attack will always work – they do, and it won’t,” said Ted Ross, CEO and co-founder of
SpyCloud. “Ransomware is a real problem, and it’s growing, but there are concrete steps
organizations can take to prepare. Proactively implementing preventative solutions is the
key to disrupting ransomware early in the lifecycle and successfully mitigating the
damage.”
Justice Department eliminates Trump-era case quotas for immigration judges (CNN)
The Justice Department is ending the use of case quotas for immigration judges that
became a point of contention during the Trump administration for undercutting judges'
authority and discretion, according to an email obtained by CNN. Immigration judges -employees of the Justice Department -- are charged with following the policies set by each
administration. They ultimately decide cases on whether an immigrant can remain in the
United States or will be removed. Judges argued that the quotas valued expediency over
due process and was not an appropriate metric to evaluate judges. There is a 1.5 millioncase backlog facing the immigration court system. The suspension of case quotas is
unlikely to make a difference in the speed at which judges tackle that backlog.
Republican Senate leaders slam new TSA cybersecurity regulations for rail, aviation
industry (ZDNet)
Republican leaders in the US Senate have come out harshly against new cybersecurity
regulations designed to protect US railroad and airport systems. The new rules were
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handed down earlier this month by Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas and
will be managed by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA). The regulations
were prompted in part by an April attack on New York City's Metropolitan Transportation
Authority -- one of the largest transportation systems in the world -- and a 2020 attack on
the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority. But in a letter to David Pekoske,
administrator of the Transportation Security Administration, five senior US Senators
criticized the new rules and how they were rolled out. Senators Roger Wicker, John
Thune, Cynthia Lummis, Todd Young, Deb Fischer -- all part of the Committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation -- slammed the use of emergency authority to
push the rules out, questioning whether they were "appropriate absent an immediate
threat."

Transportation & Infrastructure

Senate Appropriations Committee hears testimony on $2.5B water infrastructure bill (NPR
Michigan)
The state Senate Appropriations committee Wednesday heard testimony on a bill that
would spend $2.5 billion on water infrastructure. SB 565 is part of the effort to spend
billions of remaining dollars in federal COVID-19 relief funds left over from the state’s most
recent budget. Meanwhile, lawmakers are still figuring out what an appropriate split with
local governments—many of whom have their own funds—would be. State Senator Jim
Stamas (R-Midland) chairs the Senate Appropriations Committee. He said it’s also
complicated to coordinate how to pay for projects while there’s the potential of more
federal infrastructure money. “Not only do we need the lead lines replaced, but we still
have the health conditions and/or other things to be addressed with it as well. And if we
can use these dollars for that and use other dollars towards the actual infrastructure, that’s
the challenge of moving too quickly,” Stamas said.
How Biden's infrastructure bill could help prevent the next supply chain crisis (CNN)
The legislation calls for major federal investments in each step of the US freight network:
Inland waterways and rail used for transporting goods and produce, highways and bridges
traveled heavily by truck drivers as well as the nation's seaside ports, the biggest of which
is currently facing a record backlog of shipping containers sitting on scores of ships
waiting off the coast. Altogether, the bill would provide up to $78 billion over five years to
address the interconnected system that moves freight across the country, according to the
Coalition for America's Gateways and Trade Corridors that advocates for the nation's
freight infrastructure.
The new investment would provide a 40% increase to two key federal freight infrastructure
programs as well as additional money for new programs.
Ford's fleet customers send mixed signals on electric vehicles -exec (Reuters)
Ford Motor Co (F.N) sees a robust market for electric trucks and vans by 2030, but it is
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facing some early pushback from commercial customers that are a key audience for the
automaker's new F-150 Lightning and E-Transit, a top executive said on Thursday. The
Lightning pickup and E-Transit van "are targeted at real people doing real work," said Ted
Cannis, chief executive of Ford Pro, at the Reuters Events Automotive Summit. But some
of those potential fleet buyers are taking a "wait and see" attitude, partly from a lack of
experience with electric vehicles and partly from a lack of clarity on government policy and
regulations around EVs. Those are not insurmountable obstacles over the longer term,
according to Cannis, who told Reuters: “In the U.S., we see 70% of the full-size bus and
van industry going electric by 2030. That’s more than 300,000 vehicles annually. And we
expect a third of the full-size pickup (market) to go all-electric by 2030, which is more than
800,000 vehicles annually.”

Biotechnology & Healthcare

New cancer treatment may reawaken the immune system (MIT)
Immunotherapy is a promising strategy to treat cancer by stimulating the body’s own
immune system to destroy tumor cells, but it only works for a handful of cancers. MIT
researchers have now discovered a new way to jump-start the immune system to attack
tumors, which they hope could allow immunotherapy to be used against more types of
cancer. Their novel approach involves removing tumor cells from the body, treating them
with chemotherapy drugs, and then placing them back in the tumor. When delivered along
with drugs that activate T cells, these injured cancer cells appear to act as a distress
signal that spurs the T cells into action. “When you create cells that have DNA damage
but are not killed, under certain conditions those live, injured cells can send a signal that
awakens the immune system,” says Michael Yaffe, who is a David H. Koch Professor of
Science, the director of the MIT Center for Precision Cancer Medicine, and a member of
MIT’s Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research.
How this Richmond lab's biotech can detect multiple cancers through a single blood
sample (Richmond Inno)
Early detection and intervention of cancer and other diseases is crucial to optimizing
outcomes for patients. That, said James Howard-Tripp, is the reason StageZero Life
Sciences was created. “We can’t continue to find disease when it’s symptomatic and late,”
he said. “The outcomes are horrendous. You have to find disease early if you want to
change things.” StageZero Life Sciences is an integrated health care company based in
Canada with a U.S. headquarters in Richmond. The company recently announced that
patients can access its innovative technology, which aims to provide early detection of
multiple cancers through a single sample of blood. The multi-cancer test, called Aristotle,
is based on a proprietary mRNA technology platform. It plans to simultaneously screen for
specific cancers like colorectal, stomach, breast, ovarian, liver and prostate, HowardTripp, company chairman and chief executive officer, said. The test uses blood to identify
changes in a person’s messenger RNA (mRNA), which is an early indicator of cancer, he
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said.
What Are States Doing With New Federal Funding For Medicaid Home-Based Long-Term
Care? (Forbes)
What would you do if the federal government gave you a chunk of $12 billion to spend on
Medicaid home and community-based care for frail older adults and younger people with
disabilities? That is a real question governors have been wrestling for months. And we
now are getting a good sense of the answer: Mostly, they will spend the windfall on onetime bonuses for home care workers. When Congress passed the American Rescue Plan
last March, it increased the federal contribution to Medicaid’s home and community based
care program by 10 percent or about $12 billion. States have a few years to spend the
money but must first get approval from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS). The agency has given states broad leeway as long as the new spending enhances
home and community based services (HCBS) and adds to, but does not replace, existing
state funding.
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The states have proposed a wide range of uses for the funds. At least 21 are
developing or expanding programs to support family caregivers.
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Climate & Development

Climate Change Poses a Widening Threat to National Security (NYT)
Worsening conflict within and between nations. Increased dislocation and migration as
people flee climate-fueled instability. Heightened military tension and uncertainty.
Financial hazards. The Biden administration released several reports Thursday about
climate change and national security, laying out in stark terms the ways in which the
warming world is beginning to significantly challenge stability worldwide. The documents,
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issued by the departments of Homeland Security and Defense as well as the National
Security Council and director of national intelligence, mark the first time that the nation’s
security agencies collectively communicated the climate risks they face. The reports
include warnings from the intelligence community about how climate change can work on
numerous levels to sap the strength of a nation. For example, countries like Iraq and
Algeria could be hit by lost revenue from fossil fuels, even as their region faces worsening
heat and drought. The Pentagon warned that food shortages could lead to unrest, along
with fights between countries over water.
Biden sees American credibility on the line as he races to lock down climate action ahead
of Glasgow (CNN)
President Joe Biden wanted the stakes to be perfectly clear when he sat down with nine
liberal Democrats in the Oval Office Tuesday to discuss ongoing legislative
negotiations.Going around the room and staring them each in the eye, the President
warned of dire consequences if he arrives in Scotland next week for a United Nations
climate summit without a deal that meets his pledge to dramatically reduce American
greenhouse gas emissions. "The prestige of the United States is on the line," Biden told
the group, according to one participant -- Rep. Ro Khanna, a California Democrat. "I need
this to go represent the United States overseas. I need people to see that the Democratic
Party is working, that the country is working, that we can govern." A week before he is set
to depart for Europe and the COP26 summit, Biden and White House officials are
scrambling to wrap up the slogging negotiations over his sweeping domestic agenda,
which would include the largest-ever US investment to combat climate change. They are
increasingly using the looming summit as another tool to try and force a deal between the
Democratic Party's warring factions.
Despite climate change promises, governments plan to ramp up fossil fuel production
(NPR)
Despite lofty commitments by governments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, they are
still planning to extract huge amounts of energy from fossil fuels in the coming years,
according to a new report from the United Nations. The report published Wednesday
details how the world's largest fossil fuel producers plan to carry on using coal, gas, and
oil — despite promises made under the 2015 Paris Agreement to limit global warming.
The world's governments plan to produce more than double the amount of fossil fuels in
2030, with just a modest decrease in coal production. That's contrary to promises to limit
global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius, and 45% more than what would be consistent with
warming of 2 degrees, according to the report. This latest report comes as the world's
leaders are set to meet at the UN climate summit, COP26, in Glasgow beginning on Oct.
31. Executive Director of UN Environment Programme Inger Andersen said in a statement
that at that COP26 conference, "governments must step up, taking rapid and immediate
steps to close the fossil fuel production gap and ensure a just and equitable transition."
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